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Needed materials:

This book
A stuffed dog
Materials children can use to create 
their design, e.g.: blocks, tape, 
cardboard, paper





This is Boris the dog. He came to live with this family. With 
mummy, daddy and sister.



It’s very cosy. But oh dear, what is daddy doing now?



Daddy has to sneeze really 
hard.



Daddy keeps sneezing. He is allergic to Boris. 



Boris has to live somewhere else, because living together 
in a house with daddy, that’s not possible.



But outside it is very 
warm when the sun 
shines.





And when it rains, Boris 
gets all wet. 





Whoosh!



The wind almost blows Boris away. 



And it’s actually quite boring outside, too. 
There is only grass. 



So Boris starts looking for stuff.



Oh look! Boris has found materials to build with.



Can you help Boris build a nice place to live?



Boris has to look outside for a new place to live.
However, there are all kinds of things outside that 
Boris has to take into account.
Can you help him build a new place?

This book introduces a design problem to preschoolers. Various 
circumstances are then presented that preschoolers can take 
into account in their design. This way they can choose what 
they find important and what they want to work on. This 
assignment is suitable for children who enjoy pretend play 
and/or construction play. They can use both defined and open 
materials.
 
Have fun designing!


